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Younjin Min, Mustafa Akbulut, Nataly Belman, Yuval Golan, Joe Zasadzinski, Jacob Israelachvili, “Normal and Shear Forces Generated during the Ordering (Directed Assembly) of Confined Straight and Curved Nanowires,” Nanolett. 8, 1 (2008)
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Mark Rodwell, A. C. Gossard, "THz & nm Transistor Electronics: It's All About The Interfaces" 35th Conf. Phys. Chem. of Semi. Int. January 13-17, 2008 La Fonda Hotel Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA [Invited Paper]


Oropeza-Ramos LA, Burgner CB, Turner KL. Inherently robust micro gyroscope actuated by parametric resonance. 21st IEEE Int. Conf. on MEMS ’08. IEEE. pp. 872-5 (2008)


5. Other major publications items, e.g. books, short courses, etc.